Introduction

LEDs have been used for many years simply as status indicators but are now playing a considerable role in a host of application fields, even with high power requirements, due to improvements in lighting efficiency, longer lifetime, reliability, and costs. LED-based lighting systems are increasingly used in display panels, emergency lighting, architectural lighting and also backlighting.

The growth of such systems is mainly due to new manufacturing technologies and innovations in this segment area, which probably represent the most important markets within the lighting field.

The intent of this application note is to describe a new technique, based on a digital approach, performing a real average current-control on an LED streetlighting platform.

A demonstration board, based on this approach, is orderable with the STEVAL-ILL031V1 code.

Further details are shown in STEVAL-ILL031V1 documentation.

The LED streetlight platform has been developed on a DC-DC converter based on an “inverse buck” converter, creating advantages in terms of power switch control and conditioning signal circuitry for the current sensing.

Moreover, performance, including cost performance, is also looked at.

This solution has been customized for a streetlighting application but can be extended to many other fields.

The advantages offered are in terms of low energy consumption, low maintenance, and a small and lightweight design.

The real aim of this application note is to describe the average current-control methodology suitable for LED driving.

The effectiveness of the control with the inverse buck’s advantages is described on a dimmable platform, based on a multi-string system up to 120 W with independent current control. Two different kinds of dimming have been implemented: analog, also called linear dimming, and digital.

The control has been implemented on the STM8S208RB microcontroller, which is the best compromise in terms of cost and performance, validating an innovative current reading methodology.
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1 Hardware

The hardware is mainly composed of the power conversion section and the control stage, based on the microcontroller unit.

From a common DC voltage input the 4 strings are driven by 4 inverse DC-DC buck converters.

The inverse buck converter offers advantages not only in the driving section and the ground referred circuitry but also in terms of cost.

All these aspects are explained in detail in the power stage.

The principle schematic of the circuit described in this application note is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Principle schematic of the circuit described
1.1 Power stage

Figure 2 shows the schematic of the power stage with 4 output channels:

![Power stage schematic](image-url)
Four DC-DC buck converters allow 4 LED strings to be driven, managing up to 120 W. From a 48 DC input voltage the buck stage adapts the output voltage in order to drive the LEDs with the imposed current. 3 W LEDs have been chosen in order to obtain 30 W per string, covering the total power with 10 LEDs in series on each string.

The buck stage works in continuous conduction mode (CCM) in order to minimize the current ripple on the LEDs.

The inverse buck stage offers:

● Low voltage sensing circuitry
● Logic level MOSFETs driven by the microcontroller without a gate driver (ground referred)
● High efficiency of up to 98 %

The LED current, to be measured by the microcontroller, is sensed by a ground referred shunt resistor. This solution allows the current reading only when the MOSFET is on. This is an important aspect to be evaluated for the current reading methodology to be described.
1.2 Control stage

The control stage is based on an STM8S208RB. A 64-pin package has been used but the application can be easily implemented on smaller packages of the same product family (performance line). PWMs, ADC channels, GPIOs, used for this application, are provided directly to the power stage. Figure 3 shows the complete schematic:

Figure 3. Control stage
2 Microcontroller peripherals

The control is fully dedicated to the microcontroller which is suitable for managing PWM generation, analog sensing, by means of ADC, and executing four independent current loops through PI standard controllers.

2.1 TIMER1: advanced control timer (TIM1)

*Figure 4 shows the TIM1 block diagram*

![TIM1 block diagram](image)

The TIM1 is a 16-bit advanced control timer with many settings and features for industrial and motor control applications including protection for fault management.

The main features are:
- 16-bit Up, Down, and Up/down counter with auto reload function
- 4 independent channels with several configurations (input capture, output compare, edge or center aligned PWM, one pulse mode and complementary outputs)
- Break input
- Interrupt and trigger event

The current reading methodology used in this application needs a trigger event, generated by the timer, in order to start the ADC.

For further details refer to the STM8S reference manual RM0016 [1].
### 2.2 AD converter

Some interesting characteristics of this microcontroller are highlighted here, like PWM peripheral and ADC triggering functions conducting to a PI current regulation loop for every channel.

**Figure 5. TIM1 and ADC triggering functions**

![TIM1 and ADC triggering functions](image-url)

In *Figure 5* above, the ADC peripheral block diagram is shown. The main ADC features used in this application are:

- 10-bit with 16 multiplexed channels
- 3.5 µs of conversion time @ 4 MHz
- External trigger and timer trigger selection
- End of conversion interrupt

The most important feature is the triggering function, forced by TIM1, used to enable the conversion on some timer events (reset, enable, up/down, and count).
3 Overview of inverse buck converter

The inverse buck stage offers the advantages previously mentioned and is managed by the same equations as the standard buck converter.

Here in short, some details related to the DC-DC converter stage, with further details of the analog designing [3].

Theory of operation

The voltage across the L inductor is calculated using the following formula:

**Equation 1**

\[ V_L = L \frac{di_L}{dt} \]

where:

- \( V_L \)= inductor voltage (V)
- \( L \)= inductance (H)
- \( I_L \)= inductor current (A)

Figure 6. Inverse buck converter (single-string)

The following equations were used in the design:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Electrical specs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White LED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED forward voltage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The output voltage $V_{LED} = N \cdot V_F^{\text{Typical}} = 40 \text{ V}$

Where $N$=Number of LEDs per string=10 and $V_f$ is the typical forward voltage (4 V).

Forward voltage has some variation in respect to the typical value and the LED manufacturer reports also the minimum forward voltage $V_{f_{\text{min}}}$ and maximum forward voltage $V_{f_{\text{max}}}$. These values must be considered for dimensioning of the power converter.

The LED characteristics are strongly dependent on manufacturer and are reported in their corresponding datasheets.

In particular, these are necessary to calculate the duty cycle variation range.

Design spec calculation:

**Equation 2**

$$V_{OUT_{\text{min}}} = V_{LED_{\text{min}}} = N \cdot V_{f_{\text{min}}} = 10 \cdot 3.85 \text{ V} = 38.5 \text{ V}$$

**Equation 3**

$$V_{OUT_{\text{max}}} = V_{LED_{\text{max}}} = N \cdot V_{f_{\text{max}}} = 10 \cdot 4.15 \text{ V} = 41.5 \text{ V}$$

$\delta = \frac{t_{on}}{T_s}$ and expressed in terms of voltage for a buck converter:

**Equation 4**

$$\delta = \frac{V_{out}}{V_{in}}$$

**Equation 5**

$$\delta_{\text{min}} = \frac{V_{OUT_{\text{min}}}}{V_{in}} = 80.2 \text{ \%}$$

**Equation 6**

$$\delta_{\text{max}} = \frac{V_{OUT_{\text{max}}}}{V_{in}} = 86.4 \text{ \%}$$

The current ripple admitted for this application is less than 10 % depending on the following formula:

**Equation 7**

$$\begin{cases} 
\Delta I_{LED} &= \Delta I_L \leq 10 \% \\
\Delta I_L &= \frac{V_{out_{\text{min}}}}{F_s \cdot L \left(1 - \frac{V_{out_{\text{min}}}}{V_{in}}\right)} 
\end{cases}$$

---

**Table 1. Electrical specs (continued)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average LED current</td>
<td>$\Delta I_{LED}$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ripple current on the LEDs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
where:

$F_s = 100 \text{ kHz}$ is the switching frequency; obtaining an inductance value of $1 \text{ mH}$. A smaller value of $820 \mu\text{H}$ has been chosen for space saving reasons.

### 3.1 Average current reading methodology

The current reading methodology is based on an innovative technique suitable for the DC-DC stage (inverse buck) working in continuous conduction mode (CCM) or even in transition mode.

The aim is to control the current because the LEDs need a current control in order to maximize lifetime and brightness, and guarantee the technical specs provided by the LED manufacturers.

The most important target is to maintain a constant current even though, for thermal issue, the typical forward voltage can change.

This technique has been patented and is based on microcontroller peripherals allowing the LEDs current to be sensed, flowing during the MOSFET conduction, on the Ton/2 event.

The Ton/2 current reading and conversion, by the microcontroller, allows the average current value to be estimated.

The current reading has been implemented on an STM8S208RB but can be easily implemented on the STM8S2x product family.

The most important feature of this microcontroller is the ADC triggering function by some timer events. Further details can be seen in the reference manual \[1\].

The current sense has been obtained avoiding any external circuitry. The sense resistor is chosen in order to have the best compromise between signal noise ratio and power dissipation issues. Below are some waveforms describing the proposed technique. The PWM counter is configured in the center-aligned mode. The counter counts from 0 to the auto-reload value (content of the TIMx_ARR register) -1, generates a counter overflow event, then counts from the auto reload value down to 1 and generates a counter underflow event. Then it restarts counting from 0. The up/down counting defines the center aligned pattern providing a triangular carrier. The overflow and underflow event can be used for ADC triggering. In Figure 7 the counting in up/down mode provides a triangular carrier. The OC register sets the duty cycle. The overflow event, during the Ton/2, triggers the AD conversion and the result provides the average current value to be used in the control loop.
Figure 7. Counter(a), PWM(b) and $I_{LED}(c)$
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4 Independent current control for a multi-string system

The aim of this control is to implement an average current control on four independent strings in order to cover the entire power rating requirement.

The total power, 120 W, is covered using four strings up to 30 W with ten 3 W LEDs (Everlight, EHP-AX08EL-V4) [4] connected in series.

The ADC peripheral, in terms of maximum conversion time, doesn't allow instantaneous conversion of 4 channels and in order to minimize the error introduced by the sample and hold circuitry a solution based on single-shot conversion is considered.

The advanced timer TIM1 starts the counting in Up/Down mode. The overflow event (crest of carrier waveform) is used for an Update event which triggers the ADC conversion.

The single-shot conversion is enabled on a selected ADC channel. Once the analog to digital conversion is performed, the end of conversion interrupt (EOC ISR) is served and the PI controller changes the duty cycle according to the control law.

Moreover, the new channel to be converted at the next Update event is set and this is repeated cyclically until the four strings are controlled.

The PI controllers, related to the other 3 channels, are not performed at this time. The four-string control is executed in 4 different Update events.

*Figure 8* shows a simple block diagram highlighting the four-string control:

**Figure 8. Multi string current control methodology**

The current control loop is executed as soon as the end of conversion interrupt service routine (EOC ISR) is served.

The Update event, which triggers the ADC for the single shot conversion, occurs once every five PWM Periods.

Although this decreases the system bandwidth, it leaves some time to other important tasks such as communication for remote control.
A sort of “state machine”, implemented in the EOC ISR, manages the current control on four strings while also looking after the dimming function.

Further details of the multi-string control algorithm follow.

Once the first channel conversion is completed the control checks which string is to be controlled and updates the new value of duty cycle thanks to a PI standard controller.

Once the duty cycle is updated, the control sets the next channel, related to another string to be controlled, which is converted during the next Update event on seven PWM counter overflows.

In short, a single PI controller in the EOC ISR is performed.

The four PIDs are executed in 200 µs calculated in this way:

PWM period=10 µs

The Update event occurs every 5 x PWM period= 50 µs

And, multiplying by 4, the total timing to execute and update the four PI controllers is obtained.

PIDs execution = 200 µs

**Figure 9. Basic flowchart**

Note: After initialization, wait until interrupt state is entered. The idea is to convert the current and correct the duty cycle of the PWM in order to maintain the same average current level.

In **Figure 10** the basic algorithm flowchart is shown:

- Basic initialization of peripherals, timer synchronization with ADC, interrupts and I/O pins.
- Reading the LED currents the ADC EOC is served and the duty cycle updated. The entire control algorithm is executed into the interrupt routine thanks to PI controllers with anti wind-up in order to regulate the average current at target.
Figure 10. Current control flowchart

Note: A “state machine” has been implemented into the EOC ISR in order to control either a PI controller or the software dimming function. For any state, the new channel to be converted is set.
5 **Firmware implementation**

Below are some details of firmware implementation.

It's not an exhaustive firmware implementation description but it mainly focuses on some important microcontroller settings: TIM1, ADC and PI controller implementation.

The firmware developed for the LED Streetlight application is based on STM8S firmware library release 1.1 and entirely downloadable from the internet.

The firmware described in this application note is entirely available; to obtain a copy please contact your closest ST office.

5.1 **Basic initialization of peripherals and I/O pins**

At the beginning of the main program, all the peripherals and I/O pins are configured as described below:

- The Clock source is selected in order to have the maximum frequency by means of an external 24 MHz oscillator.
- GPIO PINs are configured for: ADC channels (floating input) and I/Os.
- TIMER (TIM1) configuration: Ch1, Ch2, Ch3, and Ch4 are configured in center aligned mode and provide an AD triggering signal to ADC for conversion by TRGO.
- ADC Configuration: AIN8, AIN9, AIN10, AIN11, and AIN12 are converted one by one during the “update” event forced by TIM1. Single shot conversion has been set.

Other firmware settings are for interrupt and joystick/pushbutton management. The joystick, soldered onto the control section, is useful in debug phase to change the PI gains.

This feature is implemented on a low priority interrupt.

5.2 **Peripheral settings**

The main peripheral settings are:

- Clock configuration
- TIM1 configuration
- ADC configuration

The clock configuration is related to the PRESCALE by means of the function:

```c
/* Configure the Fcpu to DIV1*/
CLK_SYSCLKConfig(CLK_PRESCALER_CPUDIV1);
```

The TIM1 configuration is:

```c
TIM1_DeInit();
TIM1_TimeBaseInit(0,TIM1_COUNTERMODE_CENTERALIGNED1, PWM_PERIOD, 5);
```
TIM1_OC1Init(TIM1_OCMODE_PWM2, TIM1_OUTPUTSTATE_ENABLE, TIM1_OUTPUTSTATE_DISABLE, CCR1_PWM_DEFAULT, TIM1_OCPOLARITY_HIGH, TIM1_OCNPOLARITY_HIGH, TIM1_OCIDLESTATE_SET, TIM1_OCIDLESTATE_RESET);

TIM1_OC2Init(TIM1_OCMODE_PWM2, TIM1_OUTPUTSTATE_ENABLE, TIM1_OUTPUTSTATE_DISABLE, CCR2_PWM_DEFAULT, TIM1_OCPOLARITY_HIGH, TIM1_OCNPOLARITY_HIGH, TIM1_OCIDLESTATE_SET, TIM1_OCIDLESTATE_RESET);

TIM1_OC3Init(TIM1_OCMODE_PWM2, TIM1_OUTPUTSTATE_ENABLE, TIM1_OUTPUTSTATE_DISABLE, CCR3_PWM_DEFAULT, TIM1_OCPOLARITY_HIGH, TIM1_OCNPOLARITY_HIGH, TIM1_OCIDLESTATE_SET, TIM1_OCIDLESTATE_RESET);

TIM1_OC4Init(TIM1_OCMODE_PWM2, TIM1_OUTPUTSTATE_ENABLE, CCR4_PWM_DEFAULT, TIM1_OCPOLARITY_HIGH, TIM1_OCIDLESTATE_RESET);

/* Configure the TIM1 Master/Slave mode */
TIM1_SelectMasterSlaveMode(ENABLE);

/* Trigger the conversion */
TIM1_SelectOutputTrigger(TIM1_TRGOSOURCE_UPDATE);

TIM1_CtrlPWMOutputs(ENABLE);

TIM1_Cmd(ENABLE);

The ADC Configuration is:
ADC2_DeInit();
ADC2_PrescalerConfig(ADC2_PRESSEL_FCPU_D2);
ADC2_ConversionConfig(ADC2_CONVERSIONMODE_SINGLE, ADC2_CHANNEL_8, ADC2_ALIGN_RIGHT);

/* Enable EOC interrupt */
ADC2_ITConfig(ENABLE);
5.3 PI regulator overview and firmware implementation

The general formula for an analog PI regulator is:

**Equation 8**

\[ u(t) = K_P \cdot e(t) + K_I \cdot \int_0^t e(\tau)d\tau \]

where:
- \( u(t) \) is the driving signal
- \( e(t) \) is the error signal, the difference between the actual value and the target value
- \( K_P \) and \( K_I \) are the proportional and the integral constant respectively

In the case of digital regulators, the above equation becomes:

**Equation 9**

\[ u(n) = K_P \cdot e(n) + K_I \cdot T \cdot \sum_{i=0}^{n} e(i) \]

where:
- \( u(n) \) is the driving signal sampled at the instant \( nT \)
- \( e(n) \) is the error signal sampled at the instant \( nT \)
- \( K_P \) and \( K_I \) are respectively the proportional and integral gains
- \( T \) is the sampling time

The following can also be written:

**Equation 10**

\[ u(n + 1) = K_P \cdot e(n + 1) + K_I \cdot T \cdot \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} e(i) \]

and, subtracting **Equation 10** from **Equation 9**:

**Equation 11**

\[ \Delta u(n) = u(n + 1) - u(n) = K_P \cdot [e(n + 1) - e(n)] + K_I \cdot T \cdot \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{n} e(i) - \sum_{i=0}^{n} e(i) \right] \]

The equation shows the variation of the duty cycle \( \Delta u(n) \) at the instant \( nT \) due to the current error in the same instant (term \( e(n) \)) and to its variation at the instants \( nT \) and \( (n-1)T \) (terms \( \Delta e(n) \) and \( \Delta e(n-1) \)).
In the PI algorithm, the error is first computed, and based on this, the variation of the duty cycle is calculated according to the equation, to reach and maintain the target average current.

**PI parameters tuning**

In order to perform a working average current regulation, it is fundamental to choose the right PI parameters depending on the system's bandwidth.

Unfortunately, to get the best PI parameters, there isn't a general procedure to follow and the fastest way to tune them is trial and error.

However, please note that, besides making the closed loop system stable, the K_p and K_i parameters can also compensate the non-linearity introduced into the system.

**PI algorithm**

An easy and efficient PI controller is implemented. The algorithm uses an anti Wind-Up effect. This methodology allows the freezing of the integral action when the error signal is out of working range. In this way, it's possible to improve the dynamic of the current loop. In *Figure 11*, below, the diagram of the PI regulator is shown:

**Figure 11. PI standard controller with anti-saturation control**

![PI standard controller with anti-saturation control](image)

The C code is shown here:

```c
/*****************************************************************
* Function Name  : PID_Regulator_FIRST_STRING
* Description    : Compute the PI output for the current loop regulation.
* Input          : none
* Output         : s16
* Return         : None
*****************************************************************/
s16 PID_Regulator_First(PI_ControllerTYPEDEF *PID, u16 Current_String_Input)
```
s16 Proportional_Term, Integral_Term;

s16 Error, output_s16;

Error = (PID->Reference - Current_String_Input);

// Proportional term computation
Proportional_Term = PID->Kp_Gain * Error;

// Integral term computation
Integral_Term = PID->Ki_Gain * Error;

if ( (Integral_FirstRow >= 0) && (Integral_Term >= 0) && (PID->Max_PID_Output == FALSE) )  // freeze integral term in case of over/underflow
{
    if ( (s32)(Integral_FirstRow + Integral_Term) < 0)
    {
        Integral_FirstRow = S16_MAX;
    }
    or else
    {Integral_FirstRow += Integral_Term;
    }
}

or else if ( (Integral_FirstRow <= 0) && (Integral_Term <= 0) && (PID->Min_PID_Output == FALSE) )
{
    if ( (s32)(Integral_FirstRow + Integral_Term) > 0)
    {
        Integral_FirstRow = -S16_MAX;
    }
    or else
    {Integral_FirstRow += Integral_Term;
    }
}

or else if ( (Integral_FirstRow <= 0) && (Integral_Term >= 0) )
{Integral_FirstRow += Integral_Term;
}

or else if ( (Integral_FirstRow >= 0) && (Integral_Term <= 0) )
{Integral_FirstTerm += Integral_Term;
}
output_s16 = (s16)((Proportional_Term>>12) + (Integral_FirstRow>>16));

if (output_s16 >= (s16)(PID->Upper_Limit_Output))
    {PID->Max_PID_Output = TRUE;
     return(PID->Upper_Limit_Output);
    }

or else if (output_s16 < (s16)(PID->Lower_Limit_Output))
    { PID->Min_PID_Output = TRUE;
     return(PID->Lower_Limit_Output);
    }

or else
    {PID->Min_PID_Output = FALSE;
    PID->Max_PID_Output = FALSE;
    return((s16)(output_s16));
    }

6  Board description

The evaluation board is configured as constant current supply. 
Table 2 gives some details of the board:

Table 2.  Board description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference designator</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J2</td>
<td>J2</td>
<td>DC input voltage(48 V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J26</td>
<td>J26</td>
<td>Logic input voltage (5 V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J11</td>
<td>Swim connector</td>
<td>Programming connector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW1</td>
<td>Reset button</td>
<td>Reset the microcontroller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Trimmer</td>
<td>Trimmer for dimming</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12. LED street light platform
7 Experimental results

Please note that the streetlight platform has been validated with Everlight LEDs [4]. Others kinds of LEDs may require some control parameter tuning. The joystick soldered onto the control section can be useful in order to increase/decrease the proportional and integral gains and set the control.

Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16 show the experimental results:

Figure 13. $I_{\text{LED}}$ on 3 strings (green, blue and violet waveforms); PWM @100 kHz (yellow waveform)

Figure 14. $I_{\text{LED}}$ on 3 strings (green, blue and violet waveforms); voltage across the sense resistor (yellow waveform)
Figure 15. $I_{LED}$ on 3 strings (green, violet and blue waveforms) @ 60% of duty cycle (PWM dimming)

Figure 16. $I_{LED}$ on string (violet waveform) @ minimum PWM dimming; PWM (yellow waveform)
Some important information related to the power switches is also detailed. Figures 17, 18, and 19 show some power dissipation issues and the total efficiency estimation:

**Figure 17. MOSFET turn-on zoom**

![MOSFET turn on zoom](image)

Maximum power dissipation at turn on $\sim 40\text{W}$

**Figure 18. MOSFET turn-off zoom**

![MOSFET turn off zoom](image)

Maximum power dissipation at turn off $\sim 26\text{W}$

Maximum $V_{ds}$ extra voltage is 53.4V never achieving the avalanche
Figure 19. Overall efficiency (4 channels)
8 Short-circuit protection

Failure protection is managed by the microcontroller and allows hardware damage to be avoided. This feature has not been implemented on the STEVAL-ILL031V1 but, if necessary, the following circuitry can be taken into consideration (Figure 20).

Figure 20. Short-circuit protection circuitry
Short-circuit protection is implemented by means of a simple external circuitry based on:

- Low-power quad voltage comparator (LM339)
- Quad 2 input AND gate (74HC08)

The sensing signal is compared with an external reference set by a voltage divider providing an active low output on each string.

The four outputs are in AND in order to have a single FAULT signal, which is an input managed by the microcontroller thanks to the TIM1_BKIN pin.

When TIM1_BKIN input (Figure 4) is active, with a programmable polarity, the output stage control disables all channels in order to protect the hardware.

*Figure 21* shows a short-circuit event managed by the TIM1_BKIN.

*Figure 21.  Short-circuit event*
Another inductor has been tested on this platform. Better results in terms of efficiency were achieved thanks to a lower DC resistance. For mechanical space reasons these inductors have not been used in the power stage.

For any efficiency tests consider also the MURATA power inductor with 1.5 mH up to 1.3 A (1415513C).
Figure 22 gives some technical information related to the Everlight LED:

**Figure 22. Electro-optical characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Typ.</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC Operating Current</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;R&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>mA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulsed Forward Current&lt;sub&gt;(T)&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;PF&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>mA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESD Sensitivity</td>
<td>ESD</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junction Temperature</td>
<td>T&lt;sub&gt;J&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Temperature</td>
<td>T&lt;sub&gt;op&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Temperature</td>
<td>T&lt;sub&gt;st&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junction To Heat-Sink Thermal Resistance</td>
<td>R&lt;sub&gt;th&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>°C/W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Electro-Optical Characteristics (T<sub>Case</sub>=25°C)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Bin</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Typ.</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luminous Flux&lt;sub&gt;(&lt;sub&gt;l)&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Φ&lt;sub&gt;L&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
<td>lm</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;R&lt;/sub&gt;=700mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward Voltage&lt;sub&gt;V&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>V2</td>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;F&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;R&lt;/sub&gt;=700mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward Voltage&lt;sub&gt;V&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>V3</td>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;F&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;R&lt;/sub&gt;=700mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward Voltage&lt;sub&gt;V&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>V4</td>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;F&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;R&lt;/sub&gt;=700mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward Voltage&lt;sub&gt;V&lt;sub&gt;5&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>V5</td>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;F&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;R&lt;/sub&gt;=700mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Temperature</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>C&lt;sub&gt;T&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>5650</td>
<td>6300</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;R&lt;/sub&gt;=700mA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.**
1. tp ≤ 100 ms, Duty cycle = 0.25
2. Luminous Flux measurement tolerance: ±10%.
3. Forward Voltage measurement tolerance: ±0.1V.
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